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Editorial
A Special Issue in Memory of George B. Dantzig
When George B. Dantzig died, the late Peter Hammer and Jon Lee (at the time editors of Discrete Optimization)
asked us to be Guest Editors of a memorial volume of the journal in memory of George. All of us were very fond of
George, and so we gladly accepted.
We put out a call for papers, and we also invited four papers from leading authorities surveying George’s
contributions in four fields:
1. Numerical optimization, by Philip Gill, Walter Murray, Michael Saunders, John Tomlin, and Margaret Wright.
2. Economics, by Kenneth Arrow.
3. Integer programming, by Martin Gro¨tschel and George Nemhauser.
4. The theory of computation, by Richard Karp.
We note that George had enormous impact on other areas of research as well. One example that was a life-long
interest of his, and where he made many advances, is stochastic optimization.
Our call for papers elicited many high-quality submissions. These were subject to the normal refereeing procedures
of the journal. Of these we accepted 26 papers in a wide variety of areas, which is a fitting tribute to the breadth of
George Dantzig’s own interests.
George Dantzig was clearly a giant influence on many aspects of Operations Research, and his death occasioned
many tributes and surveys of his work (see e.g. [1,2,6,7]). In view of this, here we will limit ourselves to a few
comments on our personal interactions with George.
Egon Balas
My first contact with George Dantzig was through correspondence in August 1966. At that time I had just managed
to emigrate with my family from Romania, and was in Italy with my wife and two daughters, planning to go to the
U.S. Claude Berge, at the time director of the International Computing Center in Rome, gave me a research fellowship
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while I was waiting for our immigration visas. I sent out letters to several American universities and research centers
looking for a job. The letters were somewhat different from a standard job application, in that my curriculum contained,
besides the list of my papers, also a two-page autobiographical sketch outlining my earlier life as a non-mathematician
and the circumstances that led me to Operations Research.
I received several positive reactions to my letters, and to my pleasant and unexpected surprise, one of them came
from George Dantzig, the number one man in my profession. Although I had had no prior contact with George, as
it turned out he had been involved in the editorial processing of one of my papers. In his letter George said that he
wanted to arrange for me to be invited as a visitor to Stanford, but that it might take a few weeks, as he was new there
himself, having just moved from his earlier position at Berkeley. And indeed, two or three weeks later an official letter
came from the department head, Gerry Lieberman, offering me a visiting position to start as soon as I was able to
come to the U.S. It was accompanied by a warm, friendly letter from George.
When we finally got our U.S. visas in early April, we were already in Toronto, where I was visiting the University.
Within two weeks we were on our way by car. One day in early May we were in the vicinity of San Francisco when I
called George’s office to ask his secretary where she had booked us a hotel room. Instead of an answer, she connected
me to George. After asking where we were, George said he had made no hotel reservations, because he and his wife
Anne wanted us to stay with them until we find suitable accommodation. I was totally taken by surprise and felt
embarrassed by so much kindness. I tried to decline the invitation and mumbled something to the effect that this must
surely be a misunderstanding, that I was not alone, but with my wife and my younger daughter (the older one had
remained in Toronto to finish her high-school year), and that we had all our belongings in our car. But George could
not be dissuaded: their house, he said, could easily accommodate three people with their belongings. He proceeded to
give me directions to the house.
The days that we spent in the Dantzig’s home stand out in our memories as among the most pleasant episodes of
our lives. We were treated as some kinds of distant relatives not seen for a long time but close in spirit. Even after
decades, when the topic comes up in our conversation, my wife Edith’s eyes light up. Every evening George and I had
interminable conversations about life behind the Iron Curtain. George was intrigued and wanted to understand why
and by what process a former communist and anti-Nazi resistance fighter, at first a trusted member of the new regime,
came to be perceived as an enemy, arrested, isolated, and interrogated for years. He was also interested in how the
system functioned, what daily life was like for ordinary citizens, and especially how the “planned economy” worked.
He was at a loss to understand why mathematical economics was considered a bourgeois influence, and failed to see
that the ideological onus of marginal analysis (which did not conform to the precepts of the labor theory of value)
weighed more heavily in the eyes of the officialdom than its potential gain. Of course, we also talked mathematics,
but that was mainly during the day at the office.
The four months that I spent with the Stanford Operations Research department were very important in my
professional life and I profited enormously from my contacts with George and his small but outstanding group, of
whom I remember (in order of seniority) Harvey Wagner, Pete Veinott, Fred Hillier and Dick Cottle. Every day four
or five of us, usually including George, would have lunch at a place called The Greasy Spoon. Most of the time the
conversation topic was technical. Somebody would raise a question he had come across in a seminar or in some article
and the others would try to address it. I was struck by the informality and casualness of the relations between “The
Father of Linear Programming” and a young assistant professor like Dick Cottle. I specifically remember one day
when three of us were waiting in the courtyard for George to join us for driving to our luncheon place, when Dick
went to see why George was not coming. He returned saying “George is on the phone and is likely to talk for another
few minutes; he says if we are hungry we should not wait for him, he will take his own car. I for one am hungry” —
and our group left. This was unimaginable in the places where I came from.
Another episode that I vividly remember happened towards the end of the summer, when I received a letter giving
a counterexample to one of my theorems in a paper I had presented a few weeks earlier at the Princeton Symposium
on Mathematical Programming. That meeting had been my first public appearance in the West, and so I got pretty
upset about the letter. I was feverishly trying to identify the error in my proof, when George came into my office by
chance and looking at my face asked what was wrong. I showed him the letter and said that I felt awful. He quickly
read it and then said “You are a fool! My papers are full of errors; we all make mistakes from time to time. Rather than
be upset, sit down and take the counterexample through your proof to see where it breaks down”. And so I did, after
which I was able to fix the theorem. But more importantly, I learned once and for all how to use a counterexample to
locate an error in a proof.
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After I left Stanford I remained in a lifelong friendly relationship with George and had numerous interactions
with him over the years. As I am trying to organize my recollections and crystallize my impressions, here are several
characteristics that emerge:
• George was undoubtedly one of the most influential mathematicians of the twentieth century. His main strength
was not theorem-proving, but insight into the structure of processes and their mathematical representation most
suitable to optimization. Not just his original discovery of linear programming and the simplex method, but all his
subsequent contributions to its development and enrichment carry this mark.
• As a human being, George was a warm, compassionate person, with a sense of justice and fairness, and also a
sincere, straightforward character, a reliable friend that you could count upon. He was very proud of his father and
his accomplishments. He was, as far as I can tell, untinged by any sort of national or ethnic prejudice, and was not
religious; but his Jewishness mattered to him, and he felt strong solidarity with the victims of the Nazis as well as
the Soviets.
George had a peculiar sense of humor, that I can only illustrate by a few anecdotal episodes that come to my mind:
• He would enjoy musing that linear programming is older than the Bible. Indeed, Joseph in Egypt, having interpreted
the Pharaoh’s dream about the seven fat cows and seven lean cows as meaning seven rich harvests followed by seven
poor ones, proceeded to save Egypt from the ensuing famine by introducing “Lean-Year Programming”. I don’t
know whether this quip originated with George or he was quoting someone else, but he certainly enjoyed telling it.
• He occasionally enjoyed teasing people. I remember having attended the celebration of George’s 80th birthday
in November 1994, where in the break I had the opportunity to chat with the other members of the Stanford OR
group. One of them told me that in view of George’s recent involvement in some financial optimization work, his
coauthors decided to use the great man’s involvement to raise some funds for their project. As they were traveling
to their interview with an investment firm, George told them that he was planning to say: “Gentlemen, I have lately
acquired some experience in financial optimization, and I have concluded that the best way to proceed is as follows:
Take a writing pad and a pencil and post yourself at a busy street corner. Watch the cars carefully as they pass and
write down their licence plates. When you have about thirty of them, draw a line and stop: those are the numbers
to go by.”
• At the same celebration, there were several dinner speakers and the one I remember as having caught my attention
was George’s granddaughter Audra, at that time in her first year of college. She said (among other things): “As a
child, one summer I spent a week at my grandparents’ house and grandpa took me for a ride to show me the area.
We had a long conversation and at one point, with my wisdom of a 9-year-old, I asked him the question, ‘Grandpa,
do you have a will?’ Upon which grandpa said ‘Do I have a will? Well, Audra, I am a mathematician. Do you have
any idea how hard you have to work to become a mathematician? You need a very strong will to do that, and I
managed to do it. So yes, I suppose I have a strong enough will.’ ”
• George liked my wife Edith (who is an art historian) a lot, and he would ask her detailed questions about her work
whenever we met. Once when Edith explained her reasons for hypothesizing that Michelangelo’s four sculptures
known as “The Slaves” were meant for the facade of the San Lorenzo Church in Florence rather than for the tomb
of Pope Julius the 2nd, George turned to me and said “Egon, some day in the future you will be known as the
husband of a famous woman”.
• Although George was in general a very considerate and kind person, when he felt mistreated by somebody, he
usually found a way to respond in kind. In the nineties he and I were invited to attend a large conference on
artificial intelligence, to represent the Operations Research community’s views on scheduling. George was to
do the presentation and I was to participate in the discussion. The organizers decided that there would be two
presentations, one for the Artificial Intelligence point of view, the other for the Operations Research point of view,
each for 5 minutes, followed by a discussion of 45 minutes. We objected that 5 minutes was insufficient, but to no
avail. Somebody was in charge of warning George when he had two minutes left, one minute left, and when his
time was up. The Artificial Intelligence speaker spent most of his five minutes explaining what was wrong with
the OR approach. When George’s turn came, he started talking in his usual slow, deliberate manner, about how
Operations Researchers approach scheduling problems. He has barely expressed half of a thought when he was
warned that he had two minutes left. George didn’t seem to notice, and continued in the same rhythm. The warning
about one minute left also had no perceptible influence on George’s delivery which went on unabated, and when the
signal of “time is up” was given and George continued unperturbed in the same vein as if nothing had happened,
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I began to be amused and even enjoy the situation. Clearly, the conference organizers did not feel like provoking a
scandal by cutting off their illustrious guest. There were further attempts later to stop him, but George went on for
a full 20 minutes, collecting considerable applause at the end. Yes, he broke the rule — but for good reason.
Alan Hoffman
In 1951, when there were few academic offers for a (pure) mathematician finishing a postdoctoral fellowship at the
Institute for Advanced Study, I was lucky to get a job at the National Bureau of Standards (now the National Institute
for Standards and Technology). My assignment was to work, with three other new hires, on “linear programming”.
Linear programming was not a famous subject in 1951. George Dantzig was not a name every mathematician
recognized (though Tobias Dantzig was). George and Alex Orden came to the Bureau from their offices in the Pentagon
to explain to us new hires what linear programming was, how we could learn the simplex method (“read Activity
Analysis of Production and Allocation”), their long-range goals, etc. I was not used to mathematicians who wore suits
and ties, or spoke of using mathematics to program activities, and I still remember my culture shock. Fortunately,
I seemed to have a flair for the subject (e.g., I showed that the simplex method could cycle unless cycle-avoiding
protocols were imposed; I do not think any of the people who preceded George in discovering the simplex method,
except Hitchcock, was even aware that cycling was an issue). So I was hooked.
George left the Pentagon for the RAND Corporation about a year after I met him. These were fabulous years for
him. About half of the papers that Dick Cottle, with George’s advice, selected for [1] come from the RAND period,
and they explore all the aspects of optimization that were of interest at that time. George and I stayed in sporadic
contact: we even wrote a paper together, for which George first declined joint authorship, but I twisted his arm (I
wanted a Dantzig number of 1). We also had indirect contact through mutual friends like Ray Fulkerson and Phil
Wolfe. Phil and I had met in Washington: he had devised the computer algorithm to keep the simplex method from
cycling.
I have wonderful memories of visiting George and Anne at Stanford, and always coming home with a bag of
grapefruit freshly picked from trees in their garden. I remember introducing him at a lecture at IBM (“. . . a man
who needs no introduction . . . ”, with George whispering “don’t be so sure”). We spent more time together when I
hibernated at Stanford in the 80s, even sharing a student (our co-editor TomMcCormick), and sharing a theorem (with
our mutual friend T.C. Hu).
I knew George longer than most people outside his family, and people ask me what was he like. Paraphrasing a
Peter Allen song: George was a mathematician just like any mathematician; unlike any mathematician. Unusually for
a mathematician of his gifts and stature, he concentrated on one area (optimization) excluding other topics. He had
pet peeves (“pure mathematicians!” and “economists!” were expletives, even though these categories included some
of his friends). He thought that his discovery of the simplex method was just as important as his general promotion of
the topic of optimization and its relevance to society, He tolerated my kidding (“The reason you are so adept at finding
applications of linear programming is that you think the world is flat!”). He could be an awesomely inspiring lecturer
(see Tom McCormick’s dedication), but not always, and he used to joke about how bad he was. He tried his hand at
other intellectual work (the book Compact City with Tom Saaty, and some science fiction which was apparently never
published). He was bitterly disappointed when a Nobel Prize in economics went to Koopmans and Kantorovich for
work in linear programming, but not to him! So were we all. What the Nobel voters did not appreciate is that the
award belonged above all to the man who made things happen,
And his devotion to his students was legendary.
As time passed, the conversations I had with George were less about mathematics, where we grew to have different
hobbies, and more about families and friends, sources of research funds, jobs for his students, and the state of the
optimization community. I wanted to tell him how much I admired his achievements, but it’s not easy to say this in
conversation. But I did do it on two birthday celebrations, which I am pleased have been remembered by others. The
first was “He is old enough to be a legend, too lively to be a statue”. The second was “. . . since my admiration of him is
unbounded, it is, by the duality theorem, impossible to give an adequate tribute”. I am also proud of the third sentence
in the following paragraph, which appears in [5] (other reminiscences of George are contained in [3,4,8]):
I used to urge the students in the OR department at Stanford to get to know George. It would be something
to tell their grandchildren that they had spoken with the father of linear programming. But George was not
only the father: he was also the obstetrician, neonatal nurse, nanny, coach and conductor. Although other
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mathematicians created subjects, I cannot think of any other who continued to supervise its development and
encourage its practitioners with such grace, style and devotion. And, reciprocally, we admired and adored him. I
was privileged to be toastmaster of a gala banquet celebrating George’s 70th birthday, which included especially
beautiful tributes from Al Tucker, Gerry Lieberman, and Tom Magnanti. And I was privileged to stand next to
George on the platform when a “Founder’s Award” was given to nine of us at the International Symposium on
Mathematical Programming in 2000 at Atlanta. The award was misnamed, of course, since there was only one
“founder”. I do not think the world of mathematicians witnessed George’s like before, I do not think we will see
his like again, and I hope posterity will remember his name.
Tom McCormick
When I came to the Stanford OR Department in 1979, I was unusual among the new Ph.D. students in that I had
never taken any course on linear programming. Thus my first course at Stanford, OR 340A, was my first exposure to
the topic, and it was my good fortune that it was taught by George Dantzig. It is amazing to me now that George gave
an overview of optimization in his first few classes that clearly pointed the way to how the field has evolved in the last
28 years.
It was my further mixed fortune that that fall term was when all the publicity around Khachian’s Algorithm arose.
George was quite upset by what he felt was a lot of misrepresentation in the popular press of the relative merits of
Khachian’s Algorithm versus the Simplex Algorithm, and he often deviated from his lesson plan to fulminate about
it to us. On the minus side, this meant that we had to do a lot of catching up on the material outside of class. But
on the plus side, it meant that we had a front-row seat to history being made. I was quite impressed that essentially
everything George had told us about Khachian’s Algorithm turned out to be verified by peoples’ experimentation with
it over the next few years.
Many people do not realize that George taught a second course at Stanford for many years, Computer Science 234.
It was a sort of laboratory course on implementing the algorithms being taught in OR 340A. There is some irony here,
as George himself was not particularly gifted at computer programming. But because George was always motivated to
solve real problems, ensuring that the students at Stanford learned the nuts and bolts of programming the algorithms
was a way for George to secure the future of the field. On a personal note, CS 234 brought me two extra bonuses:
I met my future wife Susie in the course, and I became the TA for the course in my second year. George was kind
enough to allow me to teach a few sessions of the course when I was the TA, giving me my first teaching experience.
In time George became my official thesis advisor. He gave me a strong sales pitch for getting involved in his work
on stochastic optimization, but I resisted since my heart was always in discrete optimization. In the end, my thesis
was effectively supervised by Alan Hoffman (a co-editor of this issue) and Margaret Wright. Despite my “disloyalty”,
George remained interested in and supportive of my work.
For the Stanford OR students of that era, it was an amazing privilege to be able to say that we were taught linear
programming by George Dantzig. George was a real eminence grise of the OR Department: he supported many of
the students (even when, like me, their interests diverged from his), he encouraged the development of the Systems
Optimization Laboratory, and he fostered the careers of many of the leading researchers for several generations. For
someone of his reputation, he was surprisingly non-intimidating, open, casual, and friendly. All of OR is indebted to
the hive of activity that George created at Stanford during his time there.
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